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Abstract 

The large amount of waste yearly disposed to landfill, the global impoverishing of natural resources and environment, 
the emergency of carbon dioxide emissions, are some of the motivations driving research institutes and industrial 
world to move towards sustainable solutions for civil engineering field. Accordingly, the use of sustainable materials 
for green buildings construction is an important goal that must be reached in short times. 
Sustainable cements can be designed by partially replacing clinker content with non hazardous waste. Indeed, 
recycling process can transform waste in secondary raw materials that work as new cement constituents usually 
leading to sustainable binders with peculiar environmental resistances. Details of cement manufacturing process and 
its effect on the environmental pollution as well as the route that can be carried out to tailor sustainable cements are 
reported and discussed. 
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1. Introduction

Materials are the fundamental elements of buildings construction. Chemical, physical and mechanical
properties of materials as well as a proper design are responsible of the building mechanical strength. 
Moreover, materials have the aim to ensure structures durability. The Italian Ministerial Decree 
14/01/2008 “Regulations for constructions” [1] lists materials and products allowed for structural use, 
their characteristics and the main performances that must be fulfilled. CE (Conformité Européenne or 
European Conformity) marking is compulsory for the most important building materials, such as cement, 
aggregates for concrete and mortar, steel, etc., according to the 89/106/EEC “Construction products 
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directive, CPD” [2]. The directive states “in Europe, construction products on the market must satisfy, for 
a reasonable working life, the essential requirements with regard to mechanical strength and stability, 
safety in the event of fire, hygiene, health and the environment, safety in use, protection against noise and 
energy economy and heat retention” [3]. The use of certified materials, their selection on the basis of 
environmental exposure during their working life and a proper design should guarantee building durability, 
including ordinary maintenance, over a period of at least 50 years (100 years for large and/or strategic 
public works) [1]. 

The design of green buildings should thus start with the choice and use of sustainable materials with 
similar or better features than traditional building materials. However, some questions arise: Can a 
frequently used building material such cement be sustainable and available on the market? Do sustainable 
cements follow all the requirements fixed for traditional ones? Do they have performances comparable to 
those of traditional materials?  

Sustainable building materials are usually based on recycling of proper waste that, thank to its own 
characteristics, can partially and/or entirely replace natural materials deriving from no-renewable 
resources. Quarries exploitation to obtain natural raw materials, treatments such as grinding, washing, 
selection that are usually carried on natural resources, technological process (e.g. the sintering at high 
temperature for bricks and tiles, the clinkerization process for cement production, etc.) are all energy 
consuming procedures. Accordingly, in Europe building industry requires almost the 40% of the total 
energy consumed and is one of the main producer of CO2 emissions. 

Indeed, moving towards green buildings means modifying the usual building materials introducing 
between their components what today it is still called waste, but tomorrow it shall be called secondary 
materials. This strategy will lead to a strong decrease of landfill disposal, to safeguard non-renewable 
natural resources, to preserve the environment, to save energy and reduce costs. However, to be sure of 
the effectiveness and success of this change, it is extremely important that all the requirements provided 
by technical standards for traditional materials are completely fulfilled for the unconventional ones. 
Therefore, European Directive CPD has introduced a tool, the European technical approval (ETA), that 
need to be issued when no harmonized standards exist for the product, no mandate for such a standard has 
been given by the European Commission, no standard is going to be developed (yet) or a product deviates 
significantly from the relevant harmonized standards [4]. ETA is thus a European certification that can 
help the introduction of unconventional building materials based on waste, guaranteeing performances 
and characteristics of new building products and allowing their use even if a CE marking is still not 
available. When an ETA has been issued, it is valid in all EEA countries, for a period of five years, 
renewable thereafter. 

The aim of this contribute is to highlight how cement, probably the most popular building material in 
Europe, can become sustainable thank to waste introduction in its productive process. Although reviews 
about waste recycling for building materials are available [5-7], not all the parameters necessary to 
validate and allow the use of waste based cement are usually taken into consideration and reported.  

2. Cement Production 

Italy is one of the main cement manufacturers with 32 Mton in 2009. In the European Union countries 
and in the world, cement production in 2009 was 191 Mton and 789 Mton, respectively [8]. The European 
standard EN 197-1 [9] disciplines which are the cements available on the market, their compositions, the 
chemical-physical-mechanical requirements that they have to fulfill and conformity criteria. Five main 
cement typologies are recognized, even if each category can have further division. Ordinary Portland 
cement (OPC) is defined as CEM I, composite Portland cement is CEM II, blast furnace and pozzolan 
cements are respectively CEM III and CEM IV, and composite cement is defined as CEM V. 
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